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Imprint On My Heart Pink Tourmaline Fingerprint Heart Pendant

Imprint On My Heart custom jewelry immortalizing loved ones’ fingerprints in wearable art announces the
pink tourmaline heart in limited release.

Nov. 5, 2008 - PRLog -- CARMEL, CA --- Imprint On My Heart custom jewelry proudly reveals its newest
creation—the pink tourmaline heart pendant. A child’s own fingerprint or thumbprint set in sterling silver
and surrounded with genuine pink tourmaline stones, is now available, just in time for the holidays.

Imprint On My Heart offers unique personalized jewelry. Each piece is custom made with an easy-to-use
fingerprint kit shipped directly with receipt of any order. An existing ink print can also be used. 

Capturing a fingerprint or thumbprint, an imprint of a baby's hand or foot, or pet paw print to make an
impression could not be easier. Both parents and children will enjoy the process. Children will want to
know what “their fingerprints” will become. Parents can hardly wait to receive this one-of-a-kind keepsake
piece.

Once the print is received, creation of the piece of wearable art begins. All jewelry is crafted from sterling
silver, 14 karat yellow, white and rose gold and 18 karat yellow gold, by jeweler Kathryn Albers.

The pink tourmaline heart pendant is approximately 1 1/8” wide. It features a loved one’s fingerprint or
thumbprint, centered or artistically positioned to the side, as a showpiece for your personal jewelry
collection.

Imprint On My Heart custom jewelry company creates necklaces and bracelets, as well as pendants,
charms, lockets, rings, earrings, dog tags, key chains, brooches, tie tacks, cuff links and many other custom
designed mementos from finger imprints or pictures made by your children. The company’s Love Notes
Signature Collection utilizes samples of handwriting or drawings. 

A creation from Imprint On My Heart will captivate children, parents, and grandparents alike. Give a truly
unique gift this holiday season. For more information and a full line up of jewelry options, visit the Web
site: http://www.ImprintOnMyHeart.com.

# # #

About Imprint On My Heart, LLC, we create custom fingerprint and thumbprint jewelry in .925 sterling
silver, 14kt yellow, white and rose gold, and 18kt yellow gold. We create heirloom fingerprint keepsakes
from mold impressions and from fingerprint ID cards or ink prints. Our designs include pendants, charms,
lockets, dog tags, key fobs, cuff links, and much more. All of our designs are custom made to create your
unique custom keepsake to cherish for generation. We create our designs into hearts, squares, circle, dog
tags, rectangles and many more shapes to fit your needs. We also offer genuine birthstones, gemstones and
diamonds to customize your fingerprint keepsake. Engraving is included with every keepsake and we offer
a large selection of fonts. View our designs at http://www.ImprintOnMyHeart.com.

--- End ---
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